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Useful video to watch first   
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+a
nd+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520
coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVD
MH%26sp%3d-
1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2
520notes%26sc%3d1-
24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85
E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4F
D8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA
123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR 

Work through the discover, share and think 
together work.  
Write some more examples in your book if you 
can. 
Only try the challenge if you can! 
Upload some of your work in see-saw to show 
please. 

open the link and listen 
carefully to the poet telling you 
how he wrote the poem, and then 
perform it. 
Poetryhttps://vimeo.com/1625189
41 
Watch together Michael Rosen 
performing his poem again and then 
read together ’The Rhythm of Life’  
What rhythm and patterns did you 
identify in the poem? 
Become familiar with the text, then 
perform the poem, adding a beat, hand 
and body movements. 
Maybe you could add your own ideas. 

This topic teaches your child about a 
contrasting country with varying differences in 
climate and geography. They will learn about 
Kenya and it’s amazing landscape, animals and 
climate 
Read the slides together then complete the 
worksheet 
  

This powerpoint is on seesaw 

  
 
This is a great show on cbeebies 
 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/and
ys-safari-adventures 
 
 

Your home reader/book 
of your choice. 
And here’s a link for 

 stickman  
 
https://www.bing.com/videos/sear
ch?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+
donaldson&&view=detail&mid=951
48278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2
F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=
%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoe
ms%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjul
ia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDR
SC4 

what was your favourite 
part / why? 
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The link below is great for teaching about coins 
and notes. Don’t worry as the worksheet spoken 
of in this video is not given. You have your own 
worksheet to complete after watching this. 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=recog
nising+coins&docid=608002112266503265&mid
=606E759C5E486E1C4552606E759C5E486E1C45
52&view=detail&FORM=VIRE 
Work through the discover, share and think 
together work.  
Write some more examples in your book if you 
can. 

Only try the challenge if you can! 

 Poetry 
 Open link again and perform with the 
poet the poem, now that you know it. 
poetryhttps://vimeo.com/162518941 
 
Let’s add a new verse to the poem. 
See worksheet. 
 
 This is another poem written by the 
same author. Enjoy! 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z
h43cdm 

 

Can you read a page from 
your book for me on 
seesaw. It can be any 
book or comic you are 
enjoying. 
 
 
 
 
 

Mindfulness colouring 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&ru=%2fvideos%2fsearch%3fq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3dn%26form%3dQBVDMH%26sp%3d-1%26ghc%3d1%26pq%3dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3d1-24%26sk%3d%26cvid%3dA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52&view=detail&mid=0FAF4FD8D5805325DB940FAF4FD8D5805325DB94&rvsmid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&FORM=VDMCNR
https://vimeo.com/162518941
https://vimeo.com/162518941
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/andys-safari-adventures
https://www.bbc.co.uk/cbeebies/shows/andys-safari-adventures
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=poems+to+perform+by+julia+donaldson&&view=detail&mid=95148278EA2F67D57D5195148278EA2F67D57D51&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dpoems%2Bto%2Bperform%2Bby%2Bjulia%2Bdonaldson%26FORM%3DHDRSC4
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=recognising+coins&docid=608002112266503265&mid=606E759C5E486E1C4552606E759C5E486E1C4552&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=recognising+coins&docid=608002112266503265&mid=606E759C5E486E1C4552606E759C5E486E1C4552&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=recognising+coins&docid=608002112266503265&mid=606E759C5E486E1C4552606E759C5E486E1C4552&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=recognising+coins&docid=608002112266503265&mid=606E759C5E486E1C4552606E759C5E486E1C4552&view=detail&FORM=VIRE
https://vimeo.com/162518941
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zh43cdm
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zh43cdm


[Type here] 
 

Upload some of your work in see-saw to show 
please.  
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Money p.152-p155 a useful link The link 

below is great for teaching about coins and 
notes. Don’t worry as the worksheet spoken of 
in this video is not given. You have your own 
worksheet to complete after watching this. 
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coi
ns+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F
5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&r
u=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins
%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBV
DMH%26sp%3D-
1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520
and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-
24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA
5CC85E71E52  
Work through the discover, share and think 
together work.  
Write some more examples in your book if you 
can. 

Only try the challenge if you can! 
 

Poetry  
Open the link and listen carefully to 
the poet, Roger McGough, 
performing it. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z
c6qxnb 
Read the poem again and underline all 
the sounds the collector stole. 
Perform the poem adding sounds to 
the items stolen, eg whistle for kettle. 
Can you think of other sounds he might 
steal from around you?  What if he 
came to your school… the teacher’s 
voice! The children laughing.   

Read the slides together then complete the 
worksheet 
  

This powerpoint is on seesaw 

 Your home reader/book 
of your choice. 
And here’s a link for the  
Highway Rat 

 
https://www.youtube.co
m/watch?v=BZLsI4pm17A
&feature=emb_rel_pause 
 
 
Share your favourite part 
of the story with the class 
on see saw.
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  A useful link 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhks
trd/articles/zcrq2p3 
 
Money p.156-p.159 Work through the 

discover, share and think together work.  

 
Write some more examples in your book if you 
can. 
Only try the challenge if you can! 
 
 

 
use your Ks1 English SAT buster book to 
advance your learning try: 
Set A test 3 
Answers in book to help with any 
queries. You can mark them together. 

Lets do the circuits again but this time choose 
5 of your favourite exercises to do. Now finish 
with one that you find challenging. Are you 
getting any better? increase you timing. How 
long can you do each activity? Are you getting 
better at them?

 
 
 

Mindfulness colouring 

https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=counting+coins+and+notes&&view=detail&mid=A82CA123127A5F5F5058A82CA123127A5F5F5058&&FORM=VRDGAR&ru=%2Fvideos%2Fsearch%3Fq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26qs%3Dn%26form%3DQBVDMH%26sp%3D-1%26ghc%3D1%26pq%3Dcounting%2520coins%2520and%2520notes%26sc%3D1-24%26sk%3D%26cvid%3DA07D4FE1B61B4FD7BAEAA5CC85E71E52
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zc6qxnb
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/zc6qxnb
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZLsI4pm17A&feature=emb_rel_pause
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZLsI4pm17A&feature=emb_rel_pause
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BZLsI4pm17A&feature=emb_rel_pause
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhkstrd/articles/zcrq2p3
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zhkstrd/articles/zcrq2p3
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Remember you can work out using any method you 
wish. 
 

.

 

Read the slides together then complete the 
worksheet 
   

This powerpoint is on seesaw 

 
 
 
 
 

Your home reader/book 
of your choice. 
And here’s a link for 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkdX73Onf04

